Modeling and artificial intelligence approaches to enzyme systems.
Modeling is a means of formulating and testing complex hypotheses. Useful modeling is now possible with biological laboratory microcomputers with which experimenters feel comfortable. Artificial intelligence (AI) is sufficiently similar to modeling that AI techniques, now becoming usable on microcomputers, are applicable to modeling. Microcomputer and AI applications to physiological system studies with multienzyme models and with kinetic models of isolated enzymes are described. Using an IBM PC microcomputer, we have been able to fit kinetic enzyme models; to extend this process to design kinetic experiments by determining the optimal conditions; and to construct an enzyme (hexokinase) kinetics data base. We have also used a PC to do most of the constructing of complex multienzyme models, initially with small simple BASIC programs; alternative methods with standard spreadsheet or data base programs have been defined. Formulating and solving differential equations in appropriate representational languages, and sensitivity analysis, are soon likely to be feasible with PCs. Much of the modeling process can be stated in terms of AI expert systems, using sets of rules for fitting and evaluating models and designing further experiments. AI techniques also permit critiquing and evaluating the data, experiments, and hypotheses being modeled, and can be extended to supervise the calculations involved.